
“BEN GRAHAM TAUGHT ME 45 YEARS AGO  
THAT IN INVESTING IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO 
DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS TO GET  
EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS.  IN LATER LIFE, I 
HAVE BEEN SURPRISED TO FIND THAT THIS 
STATEMENT HOLDS TRUE IN BUSINESS  
MANAGEMENT AS WELL.  WHAT A MANAGER 
MUST DO IS HANDLE THE BASICS WELL AND 
NOT GET DIVERTED”  – Warren Buffet

“THAT’S ‘STICKING TO THE KNITTING!’”
– Mark Pearson
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Dollars & Sense
Let’s face it: at times, investing can be extremely complicated, intimidating and make little sense, 
even to the smartest of investors (let alone the average investor!) I often refer to investing in the 
stock market as a process, which for many makes NO SENSE, is full of a lot of NONSENSE, and 
frankly, lacks a lot of COMMON SENSE!

Why talk about those three things now?  Well, let’s look at how the world markets have been performing and more 
importantly, the performance of the companies our clients own in their portfolios since all of the hoopla around 
“Brexit” and the noise we heard during the start of the year’s correction.

As I write this Quarterly Update, we are now staring at the S&P 500 and DJIA trading near all-time highs while many 
of the world indexes, although not at all-time highs, are certainly not showing the gloom and doom that so many 
like to portray during periods of uncertainty.  

As I often say (as do many of the legendary successful investment managers like Warren Buffett and Ben Graham), 
when investors are pessimistic, it is a time to buy. When they are optimistic, it’s time to sell (or as I like to say, don’t 
sell great businesses, but, prepare for the opportunities that will be given to us in the future).

cont. next page

2ND QUARTER     2016 UPDATE



After 2016 started out with a fairly nice correction of almost 15% 
for the S&P 500, many pundits were pounding the table to buy 
gold and prepare for a huge stock market correction or crash.  Of 
course, these events didn’t happen, and if investors could look 
further ahead than 6-7 months and look more at 3-5 years, they 
would probably find themselves sleeping a lot better and  
worrying less about short-term noise or news that makes NO 
SENSE, is full of NONSENSE and lacks COMMON SENSE.

I realize that I often sound repetitive in the things I say to our 
clients.  Thank you for the compliment!  It is the investment  
process that allows investors to be successful over time.

Every quarter for the past two and a half years, I have warned 
investors to expect exactly what has been going on – increased 
volatility and very small to no growth in the over-all markets 
(global markets), portfolios, and economy.  

Despite the pull back early in the year, I have been telling  
investors, “Do not be surprised if the markets, and more  
importantly many of the businesses we own, are doing much  
better the second half of 2016.”  That is exactly what is happening.
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Dollars & Sense  Continued

Unfortunately, with over $12 trillion sitting in cash and money 
market funds, many investors will continue to wonder, “What 
do I do now?” while waiting for a time to invest.  I have seen it a 
thousand times.

After what we have seen the first half of 2016, in  
addition to the associated volatility and NONSENSE 
we continue to hear in the media, investors are once 
again trying to “figure out” what to do with their 
money.

Are we going to see the elusive 
20% market correction?

I am sure that many of our clients have seen 
the chart below, as we add this chart every 
quarter to our Updates.  This chart is a great 
reminder to our clients of the historical  
frequency of stock market corrections.   
Of course, as we have reminded our clients 
over and over again, we have yet to see a  
20% correction since the financial crisis…  
almost 8 years ago.  

When will we see a correction of the 20%  
magnitude?  Who knows?  But, it is  
important for us to remember corrections 
do happen and will continue to happen in 
the future.

If the volatility associated with your  
portfolio bothers you, please consult  
with your advisor on what may be the  
appropriate allocation for your particular 
situation and portfolio.

Magnitude of  Frequency of 
Market Decline Occurrence

>5% Every Year

>10% Every 2 Years

>20% Every 5 Years

>30% Every 10 Years

>40% Every 25 Years

>50% Every 50 Years

Source: Morningstar

This is when we reiterate to our clients – It is time 
in the markets (or more importantly time owning 
the businesses we own) not timing the markets that 
makes the most sense. Being an investor in great  
businesses over time has always been, and will always 
be “the key to successful investing.”



I want to continue to remind clients that they should always be prepared for a sizable correction or stock market 
crash.  As always in the past, corrections and crashes come and go. What is important to remember about crashes 
and corrections is these occurrences create opportunities to take advantage of increasing the quality of one’s  
portfolio and positioning the portfolio for the next stage of growth.

Lastly, following a successful investment process allows an investor to be successful over time. Common sense and  
following a proven investment process will allow investors to be successful over time.  As the Warren Buffett’s 
quote, aptly states above, “One does not need to do the extraordinary things to get extraordinary results”.   
Although, global markets continue to be challenged in different ways, long–term investing continues to provide 
benefits to our clients.
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Dollars & Sense  Continued

Is the Stock Market a Gamble?
It is not uncommon for me to have a conversation with 
investors regarding the idea that investing in the “stock 
market” is nothing more than a gamble. I believe that 
many investors have the mentality that investing in the 
stock market is a gamble because investors view their  
investments as investing in the stock market rather than 
investing in great companies. There are multiple reasons 
for this belief, and frankly in light of the information  
investors are continuously fed by the media and  
investing world, it’s no wonder investors think investing 
in the “stock market” is a gamble.

First, let’s be clear: You don’t invest in the stock market.  You invest in businesses.  The stock market that is the 
greatest tool ever created to provide an avenue for buyers and sellers to be matched up to buy and sell businesses.  
Herein lies the problem; many investors don’t know what businesses they even own or, for that matter, why they 
own them in the first place.  Hence, one of the main reasons many investors view investing in the stock market as 
gambling.  After all, if you don’t know what you own or why, wouldn’t you view that as gambling?

Another factor to consider is many investors own hundreds if not thousands of companies in their portfolio 
through mutual funds, ETFs, and other types of investing vehicles.  This is why, as part of the Nepsis Investment 
Philosophy, and as studies have shown, an appropriately diversified portfolio should own between 20 to 40  
companies.  Once you get above 40, you do not necessarily receive any diversification benefits and can very well 
end up with an inefficient portfolio.  

Bottom Line:  Investors must consider reducing their investment risk by having a better understanding, 
or the ability to understand what businesses they own and why they own them in their portfolio.  Like I 
often say, invest like a business owner and not a gambler.



As is often the case, I see headlines every day that 
cause investors to think more emotionally as  
opposed to rationally.  As investors follow the  
Headline rather than The Bottom Line ultimately,  
they end up not being as successful in their  
investments as they could be.   

The headline for this quarterly comes from an article  
from Investopedia on August 6th, 2016.  The title of the 
article is, “Is the Market Due for a Correction Soon?”

My first question is, “What market?”  My second question  
is, “Who cares?” Volatility is a necessary part of successful investing!  You must have volatility to take advantage 
of investing in great companies on sale! Remember, headlines are designed to stir emotions.  Unfortunately, all 
the article talks about is who thinks we are going to have a correction and what some pundits are saying you 
should be doing right now for the upcoming correction.

The problem is, what if they are wrong?  If you heed their advice, what happens if you are wrong?  What do you 
do now or next? Unfortunately, we have had clients over the last year take some or all of their money and put it 
in cash.  They have been dead wrong!  What do they do now?

In fairness, the article does have segments that discuss the idea that volatility is necessary and not necessarily 
equated with “risk”.  I could not agree more!

But, remember, the Bottom Line is always more important than the Headline.  The key to successful investing is 
to invest and continue to invest in great businesses (not the stock market) over time.
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The Headline  vs  The Bottom Line
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As discussed earlier, volatility, as expected, was dramatic in the first half of 2016.  
Thank goodness for the volatility!  The volatility provided great opportunities to begin investing 
in some new, great businesses.

Obviously, some sectors were more volatile than others.  However, although we saw some extreme volatility early in 
the year, by the end of June, the US markets had rebounded substantially from its early year lows.

While we have seen several sectors under perform this year which has affected companies we own, the under- 
performance seems to be more of an issue related to the sectors themselves and not the individual companies owned. 
In other words, because the share prices may be struggling right now, that may only be a short-term situation.   
We continue to monitor all of the businesses owned and the fundamentals of the associated sectors.

As our clients should know, it is the combination of our Investment Philosophy, 
Strategy, Flexibility & Transparency that drives our investment process.  
However, equally important is our four Sell Disciplines we adhere to in our  
investment process.

In light of what may be multiple issues affecting some of the companies we  
owned or continue to own, our sell discipline enabled us to makes quite a few 
very good decisions in the first half to make up some of lost Alpha in some of  
the sectors we own or owned.

Frankly, considering the out-performance we have seen in the last several years 
in portfolios, I continue to be very pleased with how portfolios are doing after  
changes have been made and the continual Strategic Cost Averaging we  
continue to do in the businesses we own. Of course, we do not manage  
portfolios for short-term, however, when we see the potential headwinds in 
companies or sectors we are invested in, it is prudent to monitor the situation and make adjustments if and as needed. 
This is precisely what we did. 

Lastly, and maybe most importantly, our Investment Philosophy & Strategy calls for portfolio diversification, not over-
diversification (arguably, an inefficient form of investing).  However, as fiduciaries of our client’s assets, we must adhere 
to appropriate portfolio diversification.

Bottom Line:  We continue to be extremely proud of our long-term performance of client  
portfolios.  Despite the fact that in recent years, the U.S. markets have performed much better than 
other markets around the world, portfolio theory and fiduciary prudence dictates appropriate 
diversification and asset allocation.  This means allocating assets in international businesses and 
emerging markets businesses along with owning U.S. companies despite the fact the U.S. markets 
continue to perform much better at this time - Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket.  Portfolio 
returns will continue to come in the form of inconsistent short-term performance.  Long-term view 
will continue to be the best approach to successful investing.

SYNOPSIS OF PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE 
FOR THE SECOND QUARTER OF 2016

“… I continue to be very 
pleased with how  
portfolios are doing 
after changes have been 
made and the continual 
Strategic Cost Averaging 
we continue to do in the 
business we own.”



Although I addressed the current status regarding the markets earlier, below are additional points
you should consider regarding the current investment climate.  As we continue through 2016, we 

continue to see investors pouring money into dividend producing stocks.  Utilities in particular have 
had a huge year.  This is No surprise considering the investor’s attitude right now and the poor  
performance of utilities in 2015.  Of course, while investors have been “chasing” dividend stocks,  
valuations have now gotten very stretched and patience and prudence in investing in many of these 
companies should be paramount.   Other notable themes in the last quarter include the following:

1. Bio-tech and healthcare sectors have continued to be weak.  This of course has provided great buying
opportunities for a few of the companies we do own.  However, at the same time, in light of the pullback of the
overall markets, we decided to reduce exposure to biotech and healthcare in favor of other sectors.

2. Many of the oil and commodity stocks appear to have bottomed, at least in the short-term.  This past quarter
energy and commodities continued to rally for a bit.  However, at this point we continue to now see oil pulling
back to the $40 level.  We believe oil will continue to be very volatile for the short-term, but, will monitor
opportunities for the longer term in the process.

3. For many years now, investors have paid very expensive prices for investing in “Growth” stocks.  Stocks whose
valuations, many would argue, are that of the pre-bubble in 1999.  This is pretty typical when you have an
environment of very low interest rates.  Investors look for new and different ways to generate returns and do so
by paying up for “growth”.  However, this too shall end.  At this point, we may finally begin to see “value”
outperform “growth” in terms of asset class.  However, we own both perceived growth and value stocks in our
portfolios and will continue to monitor the businesses and associated valuations.

4. The big surprise for the first quarter of 2016 for many is the rebound that we have finally seen in the Emerging
Markets.  Both widely followed Emerging Markets ETFs, the VWO and EEM were both up over 6%, far
outperforming U.S. and European indexes.

5. As often happens with corrections, investors have a tendency to flock to what is perceived “safer”  investments,
including utilities, gold and U.S. Government bonds.  This was the case in the first quarter, however, as the
markets continue to rebound, gold and bonds have slowed down and pulled back a bit.  Of course, we don’t
really care what happens short term.  However, we continue to believe bonds are over-valued and gold is a flight
to safety move that will be short-term.

6. We do believe that the U.S. economy will continue to improve along with Europe and the EM.  We continue to
believe the second half of 2016 will be much stronger than the first half.  This, should provide for continued
growth in the values of the businesses we own over the next several years.
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STATE     “MARKETS”OF 
THE



2016 KEY PERFORMANCE
March 31, 2016

Listed above are portfolio returns of many of the popular ETFs in the market which track indexes as of June 30, 2016.  

The purpose of providing this chart each quarter is to give clients a snapshot of what is happening around the 
world.  Please understand that although we provide this document for informational purposes, as a firm, we do 
not put any emphasis on these indexes.  Why?  Because they provide NO Clarity in helping investors understand 
what businesses are owned and the associated risks long-term of owning such businesses!

Considering the extremely poor start to the year, many indexes continued to rebound into the end of June.  As 
you can see by the chart, Europe as a whole remains challenging and in the U.S. healthcare and financials were 
the major drag on the indexes while utilities and dividend producing stocks out-performed as investors sought 
yield due to the low interest rate environment.

Source: Bespoke

Key ETF
Performance 
(%)
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JUST ANOTHER 
PORTMANTEAU
- From the Desk of the Vice President of Global Research

cont. next page

Possibly the most famous portmanteau of 2016 may turn 
out to be the term Brexit or the combination of the words 
of Britain and Exit.  Brexit means the exist of the United  
Kingdom from the European Union.   
Although the UK has yet to officially leave the EU, a  
referendum vote by the citizens in June of 2016 resulted 
in the people’s voice being heard.  The British Parliament 
still has to evoke Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty of 2008 to 
make the leave official and only then does a two-year clock 
begin counting down to Britain’s departure.  Although most 
Americans don’t know much about the true ramifications of 
Brexit or the difference between the United Kingdom,  
Great Britain and England, we certainly were conditioned to  
believe it to be an economic disaster.

Although the term portmanteau is not frequently used in our society, 
we certainly use a lot of them.  So what is a portmanteau you ask?   
A portmanteau is a word blending the sounds and combining the  

meanings of two others, for example motel (from ‘motor’ and ‘hotel’)  
or brunch (from ‘breakfast’ and ‘lunch’). A popular term today,  

podcast is a portmanteau, a made-up word coined from a  
combination of the words iPod and broadcast. 
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cont. next page

JUST ANOTHER PORTMANTEAU

This map gives you a very good visual as to the  
difference between the UK, Great Britain and England.

So why did the market drop when the vote was  
announced?  Can it really be that bad that the United 
Kingdom has decided to leave the European Union?  
We would answer it is not and would disagree with 
the “over-the-top” comments made from some 
prominent individuals in the industry. The first wild 
comment came from former US Treasury Secretary, 
Chief Economist of the World Bank and President of 
Harvard University who said the Brexit would result in 
the worst catastrophe since WWII.  What a bombastic 
statement as Mr. Summers obviously didn’t take into 
account the fact that 70 million Europeans, mostly 
civilians died in WWII.  Follow that up with a quote 
by former Fed Chairman who stated that the Brexit 
would unleash a Global Recession. 

As of the drafting of this document, the S&P 500 is up 
9.2% since the bottoming attributed to the Brexit and 
the sad thing being that those who sold once again 
were duped into dumping good assets below their 
intrinsic value.  We believe that when one has clarity as 
it pertains to their investments that it thoroughly  
mitigates the desire to base investing decisions on  
emotion. The Brexit will creep back into the headlines as 
time passes no doubt, however it surely is not the worst 
crisis since tens of millions lost their lives in WWII.     

The sad thing is when everyday investors hear this bombast they run for the hills.  That is exactly what  
happened as the Dow sold-off 1,000 points over a two-day span following the results of the vote.  In 
fact, the markets collectively were down 6% from their peaks and the pullback was in full force.  But 
something suddenly happened as those who sold based on fear were once again left holding the bag 
as the market began an unprecedented reversal we call climbing the Wall of Worry.  
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- From the Desk of the Vice President of Global Research

JUST ANOTHER PORTMANTEAU

Obviously, clarity in understanding one’s investment philosophy and strategy is key as knowing what you 
own and why you own it battles the desire to make investment decisions on how to decipher the headlines. 
Another sign of clarity is working with a competent money manager and financial advisor who is able to  
distinguish between the relevancy of news and how to determine whether it is noise or not.  What the  
popular financial media attempts to do is create eyeballs and move people to the story.  In their haste, they 
tend not to dig deep into potential outcomes that may not fit the story, as they want to explain it.   
For example, did the Financial Press explain the following to their readers?

We view the Brexit much like the Fiscal Cliff, Sequestration, the PIIGS and other stories the Financial Press 
became obsessed and basically drove into the ground.  Only when one has clarity can they be certain to  
separate fact from fiction and noise from relevancy. 

• Great Britain never adopted the Euro Currency and was in essence part of a trade
agreement and cultural pact with its European neighbors.

• The UK referendum is not binding and needs to be approved by the British
Parliament to officially abandon its agreement with the EU.

• Once the Parliament ratifies the vote the clock begins to tick on the exit and it is
given two years to enact trade and cultural agreements.

• Norway and Switzerland never were part of the EU, have signed their own trade
agreements and have strong currencies and growing economies.

• London remains the banking capital of the world and it is highly unlikely that
global operations will move to other European cities.

• The vote doesn’t put a dent in the globalization of business but puts a dent in the
centralized bureaucratic oversight of the Brussels-based European Union.  Those
who voted to “Leave” were fed up not with international trade but with billions of
dollars sent to Brussels they believed to be of great waste.



PORTFOLIO STRUCTURE 
AND OUTLOOK
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Listed below are changes that took place in a general manner in portfolios 
during the second quarter and reasons for these changes.

1. We continue to be very happy with the companies we own in client portfolios.  However,
during periods of volatility, usually there are potential opportunities to improve portfolios
by selling weaker companies in favor of stronger companies.  This last quarter was once
again, no different.

2. We continued to take profits in companies we want to continue to own as we balance the
percentage owned in the businesses to raise cash for new opportunities or income needs.

3. Because we are quite pleased with the companies in the portfolio, it has been very difficult
to raise cash for new opportunities during this correction because we really have not
wanted to sell any of the companies.  Therefore, the majority of cash that was raised for
new opportunities was done so by lowering the percentage owned in other positions in
the portfolio (like BAC and C).

Companies added to portfolios included:  Micron Technology, MicroStrategy, Raytheon &
Twilio.  In order to raise cash to add these companies we sold out of Cyberark Security,
Banco Santander, American Airlines, Gilead Sciences, Celgene, Alibaba and Alcoa.

Although we are long-term investors, we continue to love the volatility to take advantage
of buying stronger investments on sale.  We are quite pleased, (although it is short term)
with how the majority of our new investments are performing.

4. In light of the overall valuations of publically traded companies, we continue to be very
selective and patient with opportunities we see in the marketplace.  Because many
companies currently sell for higher valuations than they have in the past, we are happy to
be patient and particular.

5. On a relative and absolute basis, the valuations of client portfolios as a whole, do trade at
a discount to the overall markets and are well positioned for future growth as we continue
to move further away from the financial crisis in 2009.
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Respectfully,

Mark Pearson
President, Founder & CIO
Nepsis Capital Management, Inc.

As Nepsis Capital continues to grow, we appreciate your  
continued confidence and support.  We believe successful 
investing requires Investing With Clarity™ in your portfolio. 
We look forward to continually providing you with the  
Clarity needed to be a successful long-term investor.

As I have stated for several years, investing in fixed income investments will not provide the types of returns 
they have historically.  In light of the Federal Reserve finally making a move to normalize interest rates, more 
than likely we are in the beginning stages of a long-term trend to higher interest rates. 

Of course, like any type of investment, higher interest rates will not happen overnight.  It will take time.  However, like any 
good investment, we like to look at what we call, “Risk Adjusted Return”.  What is risk adjusted return?  It is the level of risk 
taken for the associated investment return on the investment. Bonds do not warrant the associated risk for the potential  
associated return.

However, we continue to believe that the only way to own bonds is to have shorter duration bonds (1-5 years at most), and 
they should be viewed as investments to help reduce portfolio volatility and not provide much of any assistance in overall 
portfolio return.

As for our target allocations, particularly in the more “conservative” portfolios, we continue to be extremely selective and 
patient on what bonds we want to own for our clients. Therefore, we continue to favor solid dividend producing companies 
with long-standing businesses to continue to provide income opportunities for our clients and continue to hold cash as we 
look for opportunities that have appropriate risk vs. the potential reward.

Some exciting news at Nepsis Capital Management 
As many of you may know by now, after years of consideration and encouragement, I 
have started a new radio show, “Investing For Success”.  There are many reasons why I 
finally decided to start the show, including having a platform where our clients could hear 
thoughts, ideas and other information from their Portfolio Manager in an easy format.   
Additionally, I continue to be extremely passionate about the ideal of “Investing With  
Clarity” and the fact that many investors end up not Investing For Success because of the  
lack of Clarity in their portfolios and strategy.  My goal is to have not just our clients, but  
investors as a whole, “Invest For Success”!

If you would like to listen to the show or download the podcasts, head to investmentsuccessforyou.com.  Also, the show airs 
4:00-5:00 pm Monday-Friday on iHeart Radio or you can tune in by looking up 1440 KYCR Minneapolis or you can livestream  
the show at twincitiesbusinessradio.com.  Please be assured that the markets are closed during the show therefore, doing 
the live show does not inhibit in ANY way our ability to manage our client’s portfolios!

Although the show has only been on for about five months, we are experiencing great success and are preparing to take the 
show into more markets nationally!  Please feel free to listen in and invite friends and family as well!

THE STATUS OF FIXED INCOMETHE STATUS OF FIXED INCOME




